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Technical Note 045

Motor disconnect detection
Monitor a disconnect without an auxiliary contact

Installation conditions may require a variable frequency drive to control a piece of equipment that is located some
distance away from the drive.  Some of those installations will place that piece of equipment out of the line of sight from
the operator and drive.  When the drive is not within the line of sight of the equipment, per NFPA 70 NEC, a separate
motor disconnect is required located within sight of the driven equipment.  When this application occurs today, it is
recommended to have motor disconnect auxiliary contacts wired back to the drive, allowing the drive to monitor the
disconnect’ s open/closed status.  The drive disables its output when the disconnect is open.  Failure to follow this
control scheme will likely result in the drive faulting on “overcurrent” once the disconnect is closed, which could lead to
premature drive failure.  When using these auxiliary contacts, additional control wiring and conduit is required, which
then increases the cost of installation.

The ABB 580 series, along with the ACS380, has a motor disconnect detection feature that enables the drive to detect
when an output disconnect is opened.  The 580 series is made up of the ACH580, ACQ580 and ACS580. The use of this
feature eliminates the need for a disconnect to have an auxiliary contact wired back to the drive.

The motor disconnect detection configuration is found in Group 95.  An ACH580 is used as an example in the following
images.  Parameter 95.26 Motor disconnect detection is shown.  There is only one step to configure this feature in the
drive.  Set parameter 95.26 to be [1] Enable.

The motor disconnect detection works by monitoring the current on all three phases to the motor.  If the current on all
three phases were to drop out at approximately the same time, the drive determines that a motor disconnect has been
opened.  Once that determination has been made, the drive displays a “A784 motor disconnect” warning.  The warning
message remains until the motor disconnect is closed.  The drive will automatically sense the motor is again connected
and will ramp the motor back up to the commanded speed.  No manual reset of the drive is required.

This feature is different from the drive’s motor phase loss detection.  Motor phase loss detection works by monitoring
the current for any one phase to drop out or fall below a threshold.  When either of those events occur and parameter
31.19 Motor phase loss is configured to fault, the drive will register an output phase loss fault.  Table 1 displays how the
drive will react based on the configuration of parameters 31.19 and 95.26.


